Secure your
organisation’s Future
with CyberEDU for Companies

CyberEDU for you
Offer your employees a space to grow and
practice their skills, in CyberEDU’s industrystandard aligned cybersecurity gym. Choose
competency based training for your IT and
cybersecurity teams with labs and practical
sessions based on their expertise.

What is CyberEDU
CyberEDU’s mission is to increase and improve cybersecurity skills worldwide, by providing a
dedicated safe space for people to learn, and practice cybersecurity skills using real-world inspired
exercises and challenges.
CyberEDU caters to novices, experts, and everyone in between, with our “Beginner to Pro” capability
skilling, suitable for individuals and companies around the world. It is an assessment solution for
increasing your security team’s performance, improving teamwork and collaboration by providing an
always open “gym” with hundreds of frequently updated exercises for your team members to build
and test their skills.

We uniquely bridge the gap between cybersecurity theory and practice through:
an always growing content library of cybersecurity exercises and challenges
mapped against internationally-recognised industry standards;
our highly-engaging gamified user experience, replicating real-world scenarios; and
our AI-driven personalized training and career path advice, tailored to our users’
needs and skills.

Who are we
We are a team of dedicated infosec professionals who have been creating educational cybersecurity
content and running competitions for the last decade. Our team has over 30 years experience in
cybersecurity, and our core belief is that education and knowledge, honed through practice, are
essential to building world-class cybersecurity expertise. We’ve discovered that our hands-on
approach to applying cybersecurity skills is highly effective for learning, and we’re building
CyberEDU based on this discovery.
We hold the most prestigious professional certificates in the field, and as a team we are committed
to continually increasing our own expertise -- so that we can pass our knowledge along to you!

Why choose CyberEDU
for your team?
Improve performance

Investing in competency-based training will give your employees
a greater understanding of their knowledge and increase their
overall performance and confidence.
Having a strong and successful training strategy helps your company develop employer
branding and make your company a first choice for talents as well as increasing your
existing team members performance and encourage reskilling for mid-career changes.
Also, hosting constant cybersecurity competitions helps you test and assess performance
of your teams.

Increase innovation

Build consistency

Ongoing training and reskilling
of the workforce encourages
creativity and reveals new
talent. Cultivate critical
thinking, encourage team play
while sharpening skills and
capabilities in your
organization.

A robust training and skill
development program ensures
that your employees have a
consistent and up to date
experience and background
knowledge. Increased efficiencies
in processes results in financial
gain for the company.

Constant learning

Talent screening

Have an “always on”
cybersecurity practice
playground for your
employees. Expand and
improve abilities of existing
technical teams, or reskill
internal career switchers.

CyberEDU supports your hiring
efforts providing you with
exercises and practical tests to be
used in your technical interview
with potential cybersecurity
candidates.

Note: For other activities, we can host red team - blue team or cyber range scenarios to
train your team how to identify misconfigurations and coverage gaps while managing the
time limitation factor exactly as in real time situations.

Cyber security labs and exercises available on CyberEDU include topics like
secure code development, web application security, incident response,
forensics, security of data, systems vulnerabilities and penetration testing
scenarios.
All scenarios are based on real life situations with strong ties to industry leaders with a
proven track record for actively touching base with all these in their daily activity.

Let's have a talk!
For a conversation about how CyberEDU can support your team increase
performance, please send an email to:

Florina DUMITRACHE
Project Manager
CyberEDU
florina@bit-sentinel.com

Contact us
Phone: +40 755 751 544
Email: contact@cyberedu.ro

Snapshots from the platform

See more on: https://cyberedu.ro

